COMMUNITY
GR OU PS & EV EN TS

WE CREATE DYNAMIC, SOCIAL
ADVENTURES TO ENHANCE
CREATIVITY AND UNLEASH FUN.

THE IMPORTANT STUFF...

Why not provide your event with something different and

> PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE

challenging. With key skills crafted into each program, your group
will receive an event to be remembered.

> THOROUGH RISK ASSESSMENTS

> PROFESSIONALLY DEVELOPED
> INDOOR & OUTDOOR EVENTS
> SUITABLE FOR ALL AGES & ABILITIES

ROCKET RACE CARS
Our interactive rocket adventure sees students
take the power of air-powered bottle rockets
on four wheels testing design, speed, and
velocity. This workshop proves to be the
perfect option if you have limited outdoor
spaces.

GO FOR LAUNCH
Be a rocket scientist for the day exploring the
science behind rockets and flight. Supervised
to make a simple bottle rocket from recycled
items then feel the rush of adrenaline as your
rocket is launched 100 metres into the air!

WE PROVIDE...
90 minute session(s) professionally facilitated by
science educators
Structured sessions or drop-in/casual activities
Information Pack and complimentary flyer to use for
promotion and marketing your event
Interactive pull apart large-scale replicas of Saturn
V rocket
Dynamic experiments, rocket construction guidance
and pre-launch safety training (30 minutes indoor)
Exclusive use of our specialist launch equipment
with onsite technician for rocket launch fun
(60 minutes outdoor)
All equipment required for launching rockets

BLACK OPS (NIGHT)
Under the cover of darkness participants will
build luminescent rockets and watch them
glow as they are launched into the night sky.
Add some fun and excitement to an evening
event as the glow rockets fly up to 100 metres!

A mission memorabilia patch for each participant
and participants get to keep their rockets

FIRST 30 PARTICIPANTS INCL. $18 PER HEAD EXTRA

$420*
/daily session

*Based on Greater Brisbane pricing.

Call: 1300 2 LAUNCH or visit: itsrocketscience.com.au
*Conditions Apply

